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Agenda 

• About RSA
• RSA Pensions Legacy & de-risking timeline
• Risk reduction – what it looks like
• The effective buy in (Goldman Sachs/Rothesay Life Deal)

– Aims
– Actions
– The Deal
– The outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agenda – as detailed
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Global Brands

Canada

Scandinavia

About RSA & its Global Brands

Ireland

UK & 
Ireland

At a glance…

• Capability to write business in over 130 
countries, with major operations in the UK, 
Scandinavia, Canada, Ireland, Asia and 
the Middle East and Latin America.

• A FTSE 100 Company – and the UK’s 
leading Commercial Insurer.

• A pure Property & Casualty Business –
having “exited” all Life & Pension + 
Investment Management businesses in 
early 2000’s.

• The Group made a profit before tax of 
£554m in 2009 and has shareholders’ fund 
of £3.5 billion.

• In the top 100 companies of the Corporate 
Responsibility Index and employ around 
21,000 people worldwide.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Truly Global business Challenges both business and pension related across the globeNote RSA is  a pure Property & Casualty (P&C) business – NO pension or life business OR any Asset management business to assist or shelter some of the pension issues - Trustees are in a level playing field with other non FSA regulated businesses but the business is highly regulatedCompany constrained by FSA capital regulations making pension liabilities a material issue on ability to do business 	No credit for Surplus	Deficit impacts capital and ability to do business
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RSA Defined Benefit Schemes
RSA Schemes Details

Scheme data 31 March 2010

Schemes de-risking activities

Scheme Fund Value Members

£m
Sun Alliance (DB) 3,027 26,619
Royal Insurance (DB) 1,988 20,474
Bradford (DB) 141 1,390
UK2002 (Hybrid) 5 759
UK Stakeholder (DC) 57 4,100

5,218 53,342

2005 
Use of inflation & 
interest rate 
Swaps

2006 
Move to CARE
New pure DC 
Stakeholder 

2007 
•Asset glide path 
introduced
•Opportunistic de-
risking of assets

2009 
•De-risking with Goldman 
Sachs
•Further DB reductions 
introduced

2002 
Closure of DB to 
new and launch 
hybrid DC

2010 
Further reduction in 
DB and increased 
employee 
contributions

The aggregate UK pension fund asset value ranks RSA’s  
pensions in

• 23rd position by Fund Value

• 11th position (in true private sector pension scheme 
terms)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UK Pensions back dropPopulation in pensions over 53,000 of which now only under 8,000 are current employees of which 50%+ are in the DC schemeSummary of activity over the years to manage this significant legacy riskPurple will the one I will focus on but let me take you on that journey



The BIG Picture from 2002 to 2010

PAST DB Future DB New DB

The Risk Picture at the Start

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Backdrop to pension risk in 2002Past DB legacy benefits substantial and for existing members ongoing with both salary link to accrued benefits and ongoing DB pension accrual



The BIG Picture from 2002 to 2010

Hybrid - DC

PAST DB Future DB New DB

After the 2002 changes

Member 
Contributions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2002 actions were to close DB to new members & launch a Hybrid DC for all new employees (RST underpin!)For DB members offer two tier DB – 1/60th and 1/80th with the higher accrual requiring members to contributeBackdrop to pension risk in 2005 – still need to do more



The BIG Picture from 2002 to 2010

Hybrid - DC

PAST DB Future DB New DB

New DC

Hybrid DC

Member 
Contributions

Care Benefits

The 2006 changes

Removal of Final Salary Link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Actions taken in 2005 implemented Jan 2006Change from Final Salary to CARE for all new legacy DB scheme members+ Closed off all links to final salary for all accrued pension to end 2005 – all effectively now deferred members (Some TV and FS legacy items underpinned and ring fenced)Closed Hybrid DC and launched new Stakeholder Plan with PrudentialOffer of enhanced TV’s from Hybrid DC to DC



The BIG Picture from 2002 to 2010

Hybrid - DC

PAST DB Future DB New DB

New DC

Hybrid DC

Member 
Contributions

Care Benefits

2007 to 2009 Asset changes

Use of SWAPS/LDI & Asset de-risking

Removal of Final Salary Link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Started the use of Swaps in 2005 and 2006 to dampen risks on the accrued pensioner liabilityBullet swaps under a pooled fund structure – values large and potentially market moving if direct!Mid 2007 – (from 2006 valuation process) agreed a target asset flight path with trigger de-risking where market values allowed further de-risking paid from market upside.  - Large asset sale June 2007 captured significant upside and reduced risk/volatility



The BIG Picture from 2002 to 2010

Hybrid - DC

PAST DB Future DB New DB

New DC

Hybrid DC

Member 
Contributions

Care Benefits

The Deal with Goldman Sachs/Rothesay Life

Use of SWAPS/LDI & Asset de-risking

Effective Buy in

Removal of Final Salary Link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2008 – where nextKey risk unmanaged was the Longevity risk – hence the deal with GSEffect was to cover off further red and yellow risk  - paid substantially from LDI assets – and market position – broadly funding neutral



The BIG Picture from 2002 to 2010

Hybrid - DC

PAST DB Future DB New DB

New DC

Hybrid DC

Member 
Contributions

Care Benefits

The 2010 Changes

Use of SWAPS/LDI & Asset de-risking

Effective Buy in

Removal of Final Salary Link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further changes – March 2010Scaled back DB from 60ths and 80ths to 80ths and 100ths + further increases in member contributionMoved to 65 NRAScaled back future indexation to LPI – 2.5%Capped Salary for DB to £75k – offer DC top ups for higher paidLaunching a quality education program for the majority DC members
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Background

2009 Aims and Issues – Thought Process
• The proposed next step of ‘de-risking’ journey is to reduce longevity risk and associated 

asset mismatch risks

• RSA  worked with the Trustees of the two main UK pension schemes and Towers Perrin 
on potential transactions to achieve this

• Looked at a variety of providers, including traditional insurance - Prudential, 
Legal & General,  Longevity deal with Swiss Re and options with Goldman Sachs 

• To guarantee the future cashflows on a significant proportion of the scheme liabilities, 
effectively passing some or all of the risks to a third party

• For the Company, to reduce volatility of cash funding requirements, impact on balance 
sheet and any potential IAS19 surplus and  effect on the P&L

• For the Trustees to diversify their ‘covenant risk’ to RSA as scheme sponsor, i.e. the 
reliance on RSA for additional future funding needs longer term or on “default”

Objective

• Trustees continue to pay the DB pensions directly out of scheme assets, and pensioners 
remain members of the pension scheme

• Third party guarantees to cover a portion of the actual pensioner cashflows, whatever 
they may be, in return for the returns on a specific pool of assets

Result

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets look at the GS deal nowWhat were the drivers
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Structure

2009 Aims and Issues – Actions and Options

• The Trustees made an investment decision to exchange the returns on some of the scheme 
assets (Swaps, Gilts and cash) for a guarantee by the provider to pay a proportion of the 
future pension payments whatever they may be

• The effect is similar to the schemes buying a bulk annuity, the traditional method of insuring 
pensioner liabilities e.g. with Pru or L&G, but with better security

• Achieved by Schemes entering into a pair of interlocking asset and longevity swaps with 
Goldman Sachs/Rothesay Life which guarantees to convert the returns on the agreed asset 
pool into the actual pension payments

Security

• Security of this arrangement is stronger than a conventional bulk purchase annuity

• Schemes retain legal title to assets – not handed over as ‘premium’

• Full investment-grade collateral provided for any exposure to Goldman Sachs, topped 
up daily as needed, with additional collateral buffer provided

• Full Goldman Sachs group guarantee for market risks, backed up by the FSCS for the 
longevity risk

• Third-party fund manager to police the arrangement daily

• Based on tried-and-tested ISDA swap contract wording

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What was achieved
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2009 Aims and Issues – Solution

Goldman 
Sachs

+

Collateral

UK Pension
Scheme Assets

Gilts & Cash
£2.4bn

RSACorporate Bonds
£1.2bn

Equities
£1.0bn

Property £0.2bn

Swap return on 
£1.9bn of assets 
for pension 
cashflows

Total £4.7bn

Benefit 
Payments to 
Pensioners

Trustees continue to 
manage the 
remaining assets

On the balance of the fund, 
Trustees remain exposed to:

• Mortality risk

• Asset risks (on equities, 
property and corporate bonds)

• Inflation and interest rate 
mismatch risk

On the “deal” portion, risks are:
• Counterparty exposure to 

Goldman Sachs, mitigated by 
collateral held

• No mortality risk
• No asset risks
• No inflation and interest rate 

mismatch risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does it all work
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2009 Aims and Issues – Outcome

Total Return 
Swap

Goldman 
Sachs 

International

Rothesay 
Life

Longevity 
Swap

• Structured as a pair of interlocking swaps

• Pair of swaps transforms asset returns 
into actual pension cashflows

• Total Return Swap transforms actual 
asset cashflows into expected pension 
cashflows

• Longevity Swap transforms expected 
pension cashflows into actual pension 
cashflows

• Scheme’s fund manager continues to 

• Manage the assets, at Goldman Sachs’ 
discretion within certain preset 
constraints, and

• Check values, eligibility and posting of 
collateral daily

Goldman 
Sachs 
Group

+

Pension
Schemes

Segregated 
account

Government-
backed and 

Corporate Bonds

Guarantee

collateral

collateral

RSA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview
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2009 Aims and Issues – Outcome
For Company For Trustees For Goldman Sachs

• Long-term risk reduction:
– Reduction in long-term 

mortality exposure
– Perfect match for portion of 

pension cashflows, 
including associated 
inflation and interest rate 
risks

• Lower volatility of accounting 
pension surplus/deficit, 
providing greater protection for 
balance sheet and capital 
positions

• No expected increase in future 
cash funding requirements on 
proportion of schemes liabilities

• Long-term risk reduction:
– Reduction in long-term 

mortality exposure
– Perfect match for portion 

of pension cashflows, 
including associated 
inflation and interest rate 
risks

• Diversification of sponsor 
covenant risk – not solely 
reliant on RSA if liabilities 
grow due to increasing 
longevity

• No change expected in 
funding surplus or deficit

• ‘Trophy deal’ gives positive 
message to market about 
counterparty confidence in 
Goldman Sachs

• Establishes Rothesay Life as a 
major player in pension buy-in / 
buy-out market

• Generate ‘carry’ of 80-100bp on 
£1.9bn of assets, for cost of 
longevity protection of c.50bp 
and cost of collateral and 
market risk guarantee

• Improves Goldman Sachs 
franchise and relationship with 
UK Government by sourcing 
funding for infrastructure –
Network Rail Bonds used in 
deal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OutcomesWhat next ????
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The work streams

Overall commercial proposition 

Assets and collateral 

Benefits structure

Data

Legals

Communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CommercialThreshold priceNegotiationIf funded portfolioAssets & CollateralResidual portfolioif funded transitionFundingBenefit structureMatch perfectly or simplifiedInclude/excluded prop marriedDataKnow your dataData exchange processesTruing up processData protectionLegalsTerminationSurrenderAnnuitisation, et, etcRisks transferred e.g. admin risksIndemnities and warrantiesEscrowExecutionCommunicationsMember commsInvestor commsPR



The cast

Investment Adviser

Scheme Auditor

Trustees Company

Administrator
Company LawyerScheme lawyer

Company Actuary

Company auditor

Scheme Actuary

Lead broker

Collateral manager

PR/
Communications

Project Manager

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully after the last slide on workstream you will realise there is a huge project with lots of people to pull together to make it work.



The difficult bits

• How do you measure the longevity risk you are removing?
• Collateral
• Truing up data
• Legals



Longevity risk vs economic risk

Economic risk over time

Longevity risk over time
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Economic risks

• The longer I run 
the risk, the more 
predictable (in 
relative terms) 
the outcome

• “Funnel of doubt” 
expands at a 
lower rate further 
into the future.
• “in the long 

term, risky 
assets 
outperform”

Longevity risk

• The longer I run 
the risk, the more 
extreme the 
outcome could 
be

• “Funnel of doubt” 
diverges
• “once longevity 

starts to move 
against me, it 
will probably 
get even 
worse”

Mortality and most other economic risks are 
fundamentally different:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demonstrate how longevity risk is fundamentally different in nature to most economic risks.Economic risk (e.g. equity) chart shows annualised average return over N years.  Looks like a funnel. Leads to mantra that holding risky assets over the long term leads to likely outperformance.Longevity risk works in the opposite way.  Fairly predictable over the short term, but future percentile outcomes looks like a “horn”.  This is due to “serial correlation” – once longevity starts to move against you, it probability will continue to move against you.  More of an uncertainty than a risk.This feature also means longevity doesn’t fit well into a VaR framework, since under discounting, the funnel looks big, but the horn looks small.



Collateral

• Day 1
–The scheme is likely to have to post

• Assets
–What have you got
–What you want to be left with if the worst happens

• Measurement
–Similar to LDI but still some challenges

• Longevity basis
–Base table is straight forward
–Future improvements is a challenge

• Manager costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measurement challengesInfrequently traded markets such as LPI 2.5%Longevity basisActual death frequently (monthly/quarterly)Base Table relatively little doubt could do formulaically for a period then review shapeFuture improvements, FSA reserving, by agreement, by some future market that doesn’t exist yet.Collateral management costs not insignificant should be in your cost benefit analysis.



Benefits and data

• Know your data
• Custom & practice as well as the rules
• Truing up 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A cinderella area that is crucialTruing up can’t generally fix benefits specification problems but can fix data problems



Legal issues

• Termination
• Surrender
• Annuitisation
• Restructuring
• Novation
• PPF
• Risks transferred e.g. admin risks
• Indemnities and warranties
• Dispute Resolution
• Execution
• Data Protection
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